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INTRODUCTION:

We are going to shift from a kind of technological perspective and helicopter up to look

at a kind of market perspective if you will, and who better to do that than Jim Porter, our

next speaker.  Jim by the way is not an IBM alumnus, which is kind of great.  We had an

IBM alumni party, I think, to a degree here today, but Jim started in this industry 30 years

ago with Memorex.  He is today president of DISK/TREND.  DISK/TREND report is an

annual market study of the worldwide disk drive, disk drive array and removable data

storage industries.  In addition to his work in publishing DISK/TREND report he is a

consultant to data storage manufacturers and a co-sponsor at various data storage

conferences.  He’s also a member of the board of directors of IDEMA, the International

Disk Drive Equipment and Materials Association, and Jim I want to welcome you and

we’re looking forward to your remarks.

Jim Porter:

As just mentioned, I never worked for IBM, but I worked for the company that bought

the first disk drive.  (SLIDE 1)  This is the first disk drive in the world being loaded on the

delivery truck.  305A RAMAC was the first disk drive delivered to a customer and I believe

that there were about a dozen of that model built.  This is only part of the first  RAMAC

being loaded for delivery.  As you saw from pictures in earlier presentations, it took up

more space than this.  This delivery went to Crown Zellerbach Corporation in San



Francisco, and a year later I went to work for that company in the home office.  After

having worked in San Jose for a year in the 1950’s, a really quiet little town and a terrible

place for a young man to start his business career, I went 50 miles north and worked in

the home office of the company that coincidentally bought the world’s first disk drive.

Crown Zellerbach moved into the first new glass curtain wall high rise built in San

Francisco after the second World War.  Whenever we had a business guest they always

wanted to see the place, so I’d take them up to the top floor and show them a vice-

president’s office, and then down three levels below the street to the computer room, and

the RAMAC was there doing it’s thing, loading heads, always putting on a good show.

How many in the room today have seen a RAMAC in operation?  I mean the original

RAMAC – and I see that several of you actually remember what it looked like in action.  It

put on a show, and because of those glass sides it was very interesting to watch what was

going on.

(SLIDE 2) Now this happened in 1956.  This is Rey Johnson here, who died earlier

this year, with an engineering prototype of the RAMAC and a few of his key people, as

shown in the IBM San Jose internal newspaper at the time.  My understanding, although I

cannot document it, is that the very first disk drive is now in the Smithsonian, as an

industrial historic relic.  The trouble is the Smithsonian buys these things, puts them in a

warehouse and brings them out 100 years later.

I would just like to comment that as you have seen there was tremendous progress

made from 1956, when the RAMAC was shipped, through the series of projects Al

Hoagland mentioned to you.  One of the biggest advances in this Industry from 1956 to

about 1963 occurred when IBM brought out the first 14 inch disk drive, the 1311.  The

1311 was quickly superseded by the 2311, with increases in capacity made possible by

the 6 high disk pack.  Then the 11 high disk pack came out in the middle of the decade,

1965 or 1966, depending on which story you want to believe, with the 2314 drive, and a



capacity of 29 megabytes, which was marvelous.  The 2314 became the first big disk

drive of the mainframe era, until, of course, the 3330, the “Merlin”, a few years later in

1971.

The biggest advance of all in the technology probably was the 3340 drive with its 3348

“Data Module”.  We have with us today Ken Haughten, who managed this IBM project,

which like all IBM projects had to have a codename.  My understanding is that the project

as originally conceived involved a drive that would have 30 megabytes fixed and 30

removable.  Of course Ken named it after the Winchester rifle in his closet and thus

contributed a new meaning to a word in the English language.

IBM’s 3340 Winchester , introduced in 1973, incorporated the closed environment, the

low mass head, and the lubricated disk --all technology improvements which have

continued into the existing products.  Of course, from that technology IBM’s disk drive

product line evolved through the 3350 in 1975 and then the 3370 in 1979, the first

production drive with thin film heads, followed by a succession of 3380 and 3390 models

during the 1980’s.  But this period was the last of the BIG disk drives, not only for IBM, but

for all of the manufacturers producing large diameter drives for mainframe and

minicomputer applications.

(SLIDE 3) In the meantime, the computer industry was changing and numerous new

disk drive manufacturers appeared on the scene, most of them willing to provide the new

types of disk drives needed.  The first 8 inch drives appeared in 1979, with IBM the first to

ship, but the 8 inch drive models were just the first step in shrinking drives down to today’s

standard sizes.  I first started tracking the details on disk drive industry shipments in 1976,

and the first year I counted a total of 175,200 drives.  At the end of the 1970’s we were still

in the era of the mainframe and the minicomputer and of the types of disk drives designed

for those markets.  The drive capacities were large by the standards of the era, most of



the drives were also large, and so were the prices, but the drive shipment quantities were

very small, by today’s standards.

Then, at the beginning of the 1980’s, something very interesting happened -- not the

minicomputer, which was going away, but the personal computer, as we call it today.  In

those days we were arguing about whether to call it a desktop, or a personal computer, or

something else.  But it needed something more than a floppy drive for disk storage.  Al

Shugart, who will speak to you at lunch time, and Finis Conner started a company in 1979

to make a 5.25 inch hard drive, and the first of those drives shipped in 1980.  The first 3.5

inch disk drive shipments started a few years later in 1983 by Rodime, a company

founded in Scotland by Burroughs disk drive veterans, and the first 2.5 inch drive

appeared later in the decade when a few veterans from multiple disk drive companies

started PrairieTek in Colorado, with first shipments in 1988.  Some of the same individuals

later founded Integral Peripherals and made the first shipments of 1.8 inch drives in 1991.

The key change that occurred at the beginning of the 1980’s to stimulate this swing to

smaller diameter disk drives was the desktop PC, which resulted in the shipments of over

100 million 3.5 inch drives we now enjoy, followed by the notebook computer, which has

caused 2.5 inch drive shipments to reach almost 20 million per year.  It’s clear that the

disk drive industry didn’t invent these markets, but it certainly has demonstrated a talent

for responding to a market opportunity.  Changes in the usage pattern for disk drive

products are what made all of this possible.  And we are clearly not at the end of the

industry’s evolutionary path.  You saw a sample in the front of the room already this

morning of the IBM microdrive, and I fully expect that you’ll see a continuation of the same

kind of evolution that we’ve been reviewing.

(SLIDE 4) Now, lest we forget that there were other things happening in this industry

besides hard disk drives, I’d like to point out to you that the 1970’s saw the appearance of

the first floppy drives.  The first 8 inch flexible disk drive was introduced with IBM’s 3330



disk drive, the Merlin.  At the time, the floppy had only one application, to load microcode

in the controller for the Merlin.  IBM’s Minnow project resulted in that original floppy drive,

which was somewhat different from the 8 inch floppy drive which later became the world

standard.  In 1973 IBM brought out the 3740 key-to-diskette system, essentially a tab card

replacement, to enable a user to keystroke directly onto a magnetic recordable medium.

The 3740 used a different style of 8 floppy diskette, which spun in a different direction,

and the encoding scheme was completely different, but what it did was establish the

recording format that has been used since.  Actually, the 8 inch floppy drive is still in

production by one company, Y-E-Data in Japan, resulting in a 25 year production life cycle

for one type of disk drive – a rare phenomenon in this industry.  Of course, Y-E Data’s

customer is IBM, which still needs 8 inch floppy drives to handle maintenance contracts

on some hardware which has been around a long time.

Starting in the 1970’s, the 8 inch increased in production up through the middle 80’s,

then gradually declined.  The 5.25 inch floppy got stared in 1976.  It has an interesting

background.  One of the people who I don’t think is here today, who was a key factor in

establishing the 5.25 inch floppy standard, was Jim Adkisson, who was with Shugart

Associates, at that time the world leader in floppy drive shipments.  Jimmy had been

working with people at Wang Laboratories, who wanted to do this revolutionary thing of

taking a computer that had been the size of a desk and making it small enough to put on

top of the desk.  The 8 inch floppy was a bit too large.  In a dark bar in Boston one night

the decision was made that the new floppy disk would be the size of a cocktail napkin on

the table.

That cocktail napkin, which happened to 5.25 inches square, was brought back to

Sunnyvale by Jimmy, and the engineering staff was told to make a floppy drive to use a

diskette that size.  No one was confident that the market was significant, so they were told

to make no changes in any of the technology:  Keep it at 48 TPI, don’t buy any special



stepping motors or other parts, but make the drive as small as you can while using the

same recording technology used in 8 inch floppies.  The resulting drive was 3.25 inches

high, 5.75 inches wide, and 8 inches deep, and those became sacred dimensions in the

industry.  Everything that’s become a major disk drive format since that day has been the

result of cutting one of those dimensions in half.  Today we still use the word “half-high”,

which was originally the industry’s slang expression for the follow-on drives which came

after the SA400 5.25 inch disk drive introduced in 1976.  The language somehow caught

on.

(SLIDE 5) Although the purpose of this meeting is to recognize the history of magnetic

recording, optical disk drives cannot be overlooked, because many utilize magneto optic

recording, a form of magnetic recording made possible by raising the temperature of

certain magnetic materials to the Curie point through the use of a laser.  The MO drives in

use today are predominately in the 3.5 inch and 5.25 inch sizes.  The 5.25 inch drives are

used mostly in high end optical disk libraries for enterprise system applications, and the

3.5 inch drives are used mostly with personal computers, predominantly in the Japanese

market.  As you can see, the shipments of both sizes of MO drives are modest when

compared with magnetic hard disk drives, but some of the current advanced drive

development projects combining MO with other technologies are regarded, of course, as

one of the potential future paths for the industry’s recording technology.

(SLIDE 6) A key point that needs to be made about the business side of the Industry is

that it is not easy.  The product life cycles are short, and for those who are able to keep up

with the industry’s pace on the development treadmill, it’s a nice business.  However, only

a small minority of the companies which enter the disk drive manufacturing business

manage to survive in this extremely competitive environment.

This is a list of the companies which previously made disk drives that don’t do it

anymore.  It’s a list of about 250 companies, approaching 260, and we’ve had to add a



few more every year.  The point I would make is that the companies that have not made it

are those which haven’t been able to keep up with the changes in technology.  This is

frequently an engineering problem, but more frequently a management problem, in being

able to manage the rate of change, to accomplish appropriate “time to market”, to use

today’s widely understood phrase.

(SLIDE 7) Despite the fact that people talk about the existence of only a handful of

disk drive manufacturers, if you recognize all kinds of disk drives, you’ve got to include the

producers of magnetic hard disk drives, floppy drives, and optical disk drives.  This is a list

of companies that are still making disk drives today, approximately 80 manufacturers, but

the lessons of history say that this list will become smaller as time goes on.

(SLIDE 8) If you look at the nature of the Industry -- as to who’s making what – let’s

just look at the totals at the bottom of this table, those making rigid disk drives, floppy

drives or optical drives.  Back in the 1980’s we were looking at a total of rigid disk drive

manufacturers which got up to 77 companies.  The number of participating companies has

gone down very rapidly, and we now have 16 companies left.  And 16 companies,

basically Japanese, are currently making floppy drives.  That total came down from a

figure up in the 60’s, also.  In optical drives, back in 1984 the industry was just getting

started, with only 9 manufacturers.  It peaked at 60, and we are down to 52, as many

manufacturers find it difficult to run a business and also keep up with this technology.

People talk about only a few companies, but we have to remember the breadth of the

industry, the diversity of the manufacturers, and the kinds of products made.  They are not

all just making 3.5 inch drives for your PC’s.

(SLIDE 9) In terms of the total business, if we look at the hard disk drives, which is

where the big money is, you will see that last year we counted almost 32 billion dollars in

sales revenue.  If you look at the captive business in the U.S., IBM is the only company

still making a captive drive.  A captive drive is one which is sold with a computer system



that the drive manufacturer also happens to make.  In non-U.S. drive sales, Fujitsu,

Hitachi, NEC, Samsung Electronics, and Toshiba are still significant producers of captive

disk drives.  The big totals are in sales direct to the systems manufacturers, the OEM

business.  This is still $17.5 billion out of the total.

(SLIDE 10) To take stock in what is underlying all of this, and the rapid changes in the

industry, we must recognize the rate of advancement in areal density.  We started out in

the early 1990’s in the 259 megabits per square inch range.  It’s gone up at a varying

annual rate, of 96%, then 30%, 82%, 43%, 47%, and last year a 130% increase.  This

adds up to an average of just over 60% per year in the 1990’s.  If you then take an even

60% per year and extend it through 2001 -- when we will be talking directly to Hal in the

computer, I suspect. -- we should crack 20 gigabits per square inch on the areal density

curve.  The IBMers have talked about getting up to 10 or 11 gigabits per square inch by

the end of the decade, but they are setting targets they can easily beat.  If you assume

that drive manufacturers will actually be able to achieve 60% per year, and I think they

probably can, you’re going to see drives with 20 gigabits per square inch in production by

the end of 2001.  What that amounts, since it will be done on 2.5 inch disks, is that you’ll

see 2.5 inch drives with over 10 gigabytes per platter at that time.  On 3.5 inch desktop

drives, which are running at about 85% of the utilization of areal density that 2.5 inch

drives are, you’ll be cracking 20 gigabytes per platter in 2001.

(SLIDE 11) The bottom line is that in the last 10 years, since we have had this data in

our data base, the industry’s improvements in value delivered have been incredible.

Starting in 1988, the Industry shipped $20 billion worth of product with an overall capacity

of 1,769 terabytes, and that worked out to an average price per megabyte of $11.54.  In

1997, last year, the average price per megabyte was just under 10 cents.  This year, in

1998, we expect the average price per megabyte will be under a nickel.  And in 2001 we

are projecting the over all average to be about 0.6 cents.  Of course, for some of the



larger drives, it will actually be below that.  I guess the bottom line is that you can say

there is probably no other Industry in the world that has advanced the value of what it

offers to society in the last 10 years at the same rate that the disk drive Industry has.  And

with that I’ll wind it up, and thank you very much for your interest.
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